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Sanitarium where the evacuees from Wuhan are to be quarantined (7)
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A Ukrainian National Guards soldier secures the gate of the a sanitarium where evacuees from the Chinese city of Wuhan are to be quarantined because they fear becoming infected, in Novi Sanzhary village, Poltava region, in Novi Sanzhary, Ukraine, Friday, Feb. 21, 2020.  Ukraine's effort to quarantine more than 70 people evacuated from China over the outbreak of a new virus has plunged into chaos as local residents opposing the move hurled stones at buses carrying evacuees and clashed with police. (AP Photo/Efrem Lukatsky)
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A Ukrainian National Guards soldier secures the gate of the sanitarium where evacuees from the Chinese city of Wuhan are to be quarantined because they fear becoming infected, in Novi Sanzhary village, Poltava region, in Novi Sanzhary, Ukraine, Friday, Feb. 21, 2020.  Ukraine's effort to quarantine more than 70 people evacuated from China over the outbreak of a new virus has plunged into chaos as local residents opposing the move hurled stones at buses carrying evacuees and clashed with police.(AP Photo/Efrem Lukatsky)
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A man stands on a balcony of the sanitarium where the evacuees from the Chinese city of Wuhan are to be quarantined because they fear becoming infected, in Novi Sanzhary village, Poltava region, in Novi Sanzhary, Ukraine, Friday, Feb. 21, 2020.  Ukraine's effort to quarantine more than 70 people evacuated from China over the outbreak of a new virus has plunged into chaos as local residents opposing the move hurled stones at buses carrying evacuees and clashed with police. (AP Photo/Efrem Lukatsky)
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A view of the sanitarium where the evacuees from the Chinese city of Wuhan are to be quarantined because they fear becoming infected in Novi Sanzhary village, Poltava region, in Novi Sanzhary, Ukraine, Friday, Feb. 21, 2020.  Ukraine's effort to quarantine more than 70 people evacuated from China over the outbreak of a new virus has plunged into chaos as local residents opposing the move hurled stones at buses carrying evacuees and clashed with police.(AP Photo/Efrem Lukatsky)
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Ukrainian National Guards soldiers patrol an area at the sanitarium where the evacuees from the Chinese city of Wuhan are to be quarantined, in Novi Sanzhary village, Poltava region, Ukraine, Friday, Feb. 21, 2020. Ukraine's effort to quarantine more than 70 people evacuated from China over the outbreak of a new virus has plunged into chaos as local residents opposing the move hurled stones at buses carrying evacuees and clashed with police.(AP Photo/Efrem Lukatsky)
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People stand on a balcony of the sanitarium where the evacuees from the Chinese city of Wuhan are to be quarantined, in Novi Sanzhary village, Poltava region, Ukraine, Friday, Feb. 21, 2020. Ukraine's effort to quarantine more than 70 people evacuated from China over the outbreak of a new virus has plunged into chaos as local residents opposing the move hurled stones at buses carrying evacuees and clashed with police.(AP Photo/Efrem Lukatsky)
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Ukrainian National Guards soldiers patrol an area at the sanitarium where the evacuees from the Chinese city of Wuhan are to be quarantined, in Novi Sanzhary village, Poltava region, Ukraine, Friday, Feb. 21, 2020. Ukraine's effort to quarantine more than 70 people evacuated from China over the outbreak of a new virus has plunged into chaos as local residents opposing the move hurled stones at buses carrying evacuees and clashed with police.(AP Photo/Efrem Lukatsky)
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